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Cameo launches
a new training
division
Julie runs the Virgin
London Marathon for
Dogs for Good!
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New website alert

How to register
Step one - Have a look
at our website and either
apply for roles which
are of interest to you, or
start your job search by
emailing your CV to hello@
cameoconsultancy.co.uk

Step two – A member of the
Cameo team will call/email
you to arrange a convenient
appointment, or a further
discussion. Ideally, we like
to do this face to face, but
if more convenient for you,
then we offer Skype or
FaceTime registrations as we
understand not everyone can
secure time off

Step three – We
will send over full
confirmation of
your appointment

Step four - You will
meet one of our dedicated
recruiters. This meeting will
last approximately an hour.
Its purpose is to discuss
your CV and work history in
more detail, gain a greater
understanding of your future
needs and plan your next
steps

Faces of Cameo
Julie Allan
Cameo Director
Interesting fact – Julie is training hard
to run the London Marathon on April
23rd to raise money and awareness
for Dogs for Good
Hannah Nicholls
Cameo Director
Interesting fact - Hannah is a qualified
dressmaker and enjoys designing
and making her own clothes
Tracy Filler
Training and Sales Director
Interesting fact – Tracy swims in lakes
with her lovely Newfoundland dogs,
where the dogs then simulate rescue
situations. Bella’s favourite rescue is
jumping from the boat whilst moving!
Sheena Keefe
Office Manager
Interesting fact – Sheena is joining
this year’s Strictly Banbury and will
be representing Dogs for Good
Karen Crook
Account Manager
Interesting fact - As a teenager,
Karen coxed for Stratford Boat Club
and went on to win two cups with two
different teams at Home Pier Point,
Nottingham
Nick Clarke
Account Handler
Interesting fact - Nick has been a
model for Maths texts books which
were distributed up and down the UK
John Mason
Marketing Administrator
Interesting fact – John can read
Braille
Amy Luck
Temps Consultant
Interesting fact – Amy has a collection
of 35 rubber ducks

Cameo is always keen to help charities; we just love being
closely involved with them!

‘Julie runs the Virgin
London Marathon’
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in Strictly
Sheena takes part
Banbury 2017year’s Strictly
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Who doesn’t like wearing
a Christmas Jumper and
if it is for a worthwhile
cause, all the better!
Last December, Cameo
joined in the fun and the
Cameo Team wore their
sparkly, jingly, Christmas
Jumpers for a day and
raised £60.25 for this
cause.
This money
will help children from
catching
preventable
diseases such as malaria,
diarrhoea,
pneumonia
and will bring healthcare,
education, protection and
food to children who are
missing this vital support.

23rd
April

CAMEO NEWS

Save the
Children
Christmas
Jumper Day
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Cameo Charities

If you Google the phrase “what to wear
for an interview” there are over 78
million results, but there only needs
to be one. Many people worry about
this but, fortunately, unless you are
interviewing for a fashion company, it
is very easy
Keep the colours in your outfit simple
and sober. If you wish to add a splash
of colour, then limit it to an accessory.
Whatever you wear should be ironed,
nothing draws the eye like creased
clothing. It should be you that is doing
the talking, not your clothes!
While lots of companies these days
maintain a more casual dress code it
is always best to dress up. Being too
formal is always better than being too
casual
Shoes should be polished but not shiny,
heels should be restrained rather than
perilous, and whatever you choose
should be formal
Consider the halo effect. If an
interviewer likes one thing about a
candidate, then he or she will project
that positive thinking onto all elements
of the candidate’s interview

CH

• It shows you want the job!
• If you want a quality job you should expect
to invest some quality time. If you don’t
care enough to do that, then why would a
potential employer care about you?
• You can explain what you have achieved
previously and how it is relevant to the role
for which you are interviewing. In a digital
environment, you would try to tailor your CV
to keywords and phrases from the company
and job specification, so why wouldn’t you
do it in person?
• Every company has values which they
enjoy talking about. Let them see you
would fit into the team and you understand
their needs by displaying your comparable
values
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There are all sorts of reasons why you should
research the company, and role, before an
interview. Here are some of them...

on

Dressing the part

RE
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It is a Cameo Consultancy recruiter’s
obligation, as a professional, to help
you find the right role. You have
every reason to trust them, you
will not find another person who is
better informed about the process,
or whats happening in the local
market, and what is required to
succeed. Your success is our success,
so it is essential the process is
collaborative. Remember, we believe
in empowering people, we believe in
empowering you!

Research is key

side
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#wethinkoutsidethebox
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Trust your recruiter

Top tips for being the
best candidate
Have a voicemail message, and check your
voicemail regularly!
Keep a list of jobs for which you have
applied. Few things look less professional
and committed than answering your phone
with the question “what job is this about?”
Keep your CV up to date. Don’t sell yourself
short by failing to include everything you’ve
achieved
Be prepared to explain gaps in your CV and
short periods of employment. These aren’t
necessarily a bad thing, providing you can
explain why
Don’t answer the phone if you aren’t free
to talk. The caller will leave a message

It keeps your work history
constant, preventing any pesky
gaps
It builds experience, there are
plenty of valuable skills to learn in
any role
It helps build relationships and
opens doors for the future
It may lead to a permanent role.
Employers are much more likely
to take on someone that already
knows the team and the company

Why keeping in touch
with your recruiter is
important
•Your job search may expand, and you
may realise there are opportunities you’re
interested in beyond your original remit.
Things can change overnight, for both you
and your recruiter
•New opportunities may not have occurred
to you but your recruiter will have great
insight into other roles you might enjoy
•Your recruiter is in regular contact with
the faces behind the jobs for which you
are applying, often they will be the fastest
answer to your question
•Let them see how enthusiastic you are.
Your recruiter wants every candidate they
send to interview to represent them, and
themselves, well
•Your recruiter has every reason to help
you in every way they can. Their success
depends on you!

Managing
counter offers
9 out of 10 people who accept a
counter offer leave their place of
employment within six months of
accepting that offer. It is often a
very tempting proposition – more
money and less hassle. But you
need to ask yourself why you
wished to leave, and why they
want you to stay.
If your employer values you, then
why did they not give you a raise
sooner? Your boss now knows how
you feel and will remember who is
loyal and who is not. You may be
earning more money but nothing
else will have changed – whatever
it was that left you unsatisfied with
your working environment will,
more than likely, remain the same.

CAMEO RECRUITMENT

It keeps your CV up to date,
keeps you in the habit of work,
and demonstrates your desire to
be in employment

CAMEO RECRUITMENT
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Commited candidates will have options in
the current market, but you shouldn’t be
complacent. Regardless of how you feel about
a role or a company, you should take seriously
any, and all, communication you have with
potential employers. Whilst it is important you
are confident, and know your own worth, you
should be mindful it is ultimately the employer
who is making the offer. Making sure you
continue to promptly follow up on all emails
and voicemails, regardless of what stage in
the recruitment process you are at, is a great
habit to develop.

Benefits of
Temping

CAMEO RECRUITMENT

It’s a candidates’ market,
but don’t be too relaxed!

You don’t have to be “online” to secure a new role

Yes, it’s true!

As a busy manager, director or CEO, there’s not usually enough time
in the day to complete half of your to-do list, let alone find time to be online, scouring the
job boards and applying for roles. We are all running to meetings with a mobile in hand, or
working from a laptop, where we have instant access to a plethora of job boards, however
a quick “click and send” is not necessarily the best option. Usually the harder or longer
route bears more fruit in the long term. Joining a company at a senior level means you need
to believe in more than your capabilities to carry out the role, you need to believe in the
company, their vision, their goals and their values.
Can you ascertain a true company vision from every faceless advert? Partnership
and collaboration, however, is everything - back to the good old basics of face to face
communication and relationship management. Whether this is with a recruiter, colleague or
supplier, for example, you will have secured your level of responsibility within your career,
and your career successes, through proving your commitment to your accountabilities and
demonstrating why you are the best person to lead a team and/or company. Let’s not forget,
with career growth comes character development, which impacts more than just your work
life. Your reputation is a massively powerful tool, and generally far more powerful than any
CV. No matter how articulately your CV is written, will this alone represent you in the right
tone and the same light as the number of people who know you? Probably not. Use your
network contacts to keep in touch, pick up the phone, meet for a coffee. Don’t lose sight
of the value in looking after relationships. It is a competitive candidate market, be the one
whose reputation takes your CV to the top of the pile!

Cameo Values

Quality, Consideration,
Service, Communication

Mind your Ps and Qs

CAMEO ELITE

Although you are successful in your career as an ‘Elite candidate’, remember the
basics of interview protocol!
Research – utilise the internet. It’s vital to research in advance and be knowledgeable
about the company for which you are hoping to work for. Do some LinkedIn checks
and Google searches, where have your interviewers worked? Do you have anything
professional in common? Mention press releases or news, know their revenue
numbers, quote statistics, know the company and know their competitors

CAMEO ELITE
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Tone & communication - it is important to be confident and natural in your
approach. Make eye contact and when shaking hands, match the pressure of their
handshake. Body language is vital. Sit up straight, keep eye contact with your
interviewer as much as possible and stay alert. Pay attention to verbal presentation,
trying to eliminate fillers such as “uh”, “er” “um” and “obviously”

Cover strengths and weaknesses - envisage the type of questions you may
be asked at interview, these usually relate to your strengths and weaknesses in a
previous senior role. Think about questions related to where you will be in five years’
time, your most difficult work situation, when you’ve demonstrated leadership, your
most stressful job, and come with answers - you don’t want to be caught out!

Dress code – dress for success! Do you know it takes 15 to 20 seconds for
the interviewer to form an opinion about you?
Keep it professional, smart and
practical!

Candidate case study
Candidate
Over 13 years of sales, marketing and
leadership experience within the IT reseller
sector, with software, cloud and a passion
for technology and IT. This candidate was
looking for a niche role away from the
high net worth companies of London, and
wanting a new role which would incorporate
their wealth of knowledge and extensive
experience with a company who were
aligned in terms of values and ambition, who
could also offer directorship opportunities.
Challenge
Finding the right company and position
which could offer this level of challenge
and future commitment to shareholding
opportunities.
Result
Matched and placed with a highly successful
SME, growing fast, who were in the market
for a dynamic, strategic leader to formulate
and deliver a marketing and sales strategy,
ideally from IT sales, background, who
can lead conversions and hit the numbers.
Also, a forward-thinking company, happy to
commit to the directorship opportunities.

Elite checklist – have
you thought about…?
What are your personal values?
What are you looking for in an employer?
Is your CV up to date and detailed enough?
What are you going to do to stand out from
the crowd?
Are you prepared to commit to the process?
How will you overcome rejection or
constructive feedback?
How flexible can you be for interview?
What is an area for development you want to
work on?
What information about a company is
important to you to find out before applying for
roles?
Who are your candidate competitors?
Do you have a portfolio of work, testimonials
or case studies to present to employers?
How do you feel about sitting the other side
of the table? Get comfortable with it!

CAMEO ELITE
CAMEO ELITE
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As an Elite candidate sitting the other side of
the interview table can feel a little unnerving…
territory you perhaps haven’t explored for a while.
It may feel natural to want to lead the interview
and be in control – stop! This is not the time or
place. Although it is common sense and etiquette
to “mind your Ps and Qs”, inside or outside of
work, this is the time to remind yourself people
will forget what you said, but they don’t forget
how you made them feel. One of the best ways
to engage with your interviewer, especially at a
strategic engagement level, is through letting them
see / get to know who they will be working with
– you! Your personality and your personal “why”.
By this, we mean your values, your motivation,
your zest and passion, all the reasons “why”
you are at the interview and “why” you will be
an effective colleague and senior manager. We all
have a personal “why”, we’re all individuals, we all
have different skills we can offer, but remember,
an interview is not a battle of trophies or wins, it
is a balance of being able to do the job, as much
as it is working with a company who believes what
you believe.

Statistical bulletin: UK labour market:
February 2017 Office of National Statistics
last quarter October to December 2016
• There were 31.84 million people in work,
37,000 more than for July to September
2016 and 302,000 more than for a year
earlier
• The employment rate (the proportion
of people aged from 16 to 64 who were
in work) was 74.6%, the highest since
comparable records began in 1971
• There were 1.60 million unemployed
people (people not in work but seeking
and available to work), little changed
compared with July to September 2016
but 97,000 fewer than for a year earlier
• There were 877,000 unemployed men,
little changed compared with July to
September 2016 but 48,000 fewer than
for a year earlier
• There were 720,000 unemployed
women, little changed compared with July
to September 2016 but 50,000 fewer than
for a year earlier
• The unemployment rate was 4.8%, down
from 5.1% for a year earlier. It has not
been lower since July to September 2005

CAMEO ELITE

Facts and figures

CAMEO ELITE

Remember, you’re not
the interviewer!

CAMEO TRAINING

Do you need some support
with interview training?
Ask us!

Cameo
interview pack

CAMEO TRAINING

CAMEO TRAINING
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Did you know we provide
our candidates with a
helpful interview pack,
as part of their interview
preparation support? If
you’d like a copy, please
get in touch with john@
c a m e o c o n s u l t a n c y.
co.uk and he’ll happily
send you a PDF copy.

If it’s been a while since you’ve had an
interview, or you find yourself being offered
interviews on the strength of your CV and
then not progressing to offer, you may well
benefit from 1-2-1 interview coaching.
At Cameo we have our very own coach who
has spent over 25 years working in and
around the recruitment industry. She also
runs the Banbury Association for Coaching
co-coaching group.
Tracy can dramatically improve your interview
skills, help you highlight the most relevant
aspects of your career, showcase your
personal attributes and ultimately secure
your desired next role.
Want to know more? Call Tracy for a no
obligation chat on 01295 680699.

Why qualifications don’t need to be
the most important driver
I have a good friend, who after thirty years progressing his career with one company (a significant,
global brand), is now looking for a new challenge. He turned to me for advice and one of the first things
he said was “all I have is experience. I don’t have any formally recognised training/qualifications”.
This is a common perception and whilst it’s true that some organisations will short-list by qualification,
particularly those with online recruitment portals, or specialist roles, the vast majority of companies
are keen to know you can ‘do the job’ and ‘fit in with how they do business’.
This is why, time and time again, we see the strongest candidate on paper being overlooked in favour
of the person who demonstrated at interview they have the right credentials and approach.
Here are my top three tips to help build your personal credibility within your CV and at the interview:
1.
2.
3.

Mention any particular processes, systems, or methodologies you have worked with
Share case studies of how you have carried out relevant key tasks or projects
Bespoke every application to ensure you showcase your suitability for the role

The key is to demonstrate a good combination of theoretical knowledge and practical understanding!
A study of hiring new employees found 67% of the most desired attributes were EI (Emotional
Intelligence) competencies.
A study comparing average managers with outstanding managers found that 90% of the difference
was accounted for by EI.
References: Thomas International Media EI vs. IQ what’s the data saying.

CAMEO TRAINING

More
information?
Call 01295
680699

Book now!

tracy@cameoconsultancy.co.uk

Cameo Island
Environment
#cameotrainingcentre

Here on Cameo Island we believe we have
thought of everything to make your castaway
visit the perfect environment to learn.
With its vibrant Cameo colours, space for
mini group discussion, and an ethos to leave
your ‘comfort zone at the door’, we’ll make
sure every training session is memorable for
the right reasons.
The Island provides a safe place to venture
into new ways of working and maybe tripping
up a few times, without feeling anything
other than a sense of progress and personal
development.
We have the latest technology, and some
quirky additions to the room, just so you
know you are a world away from your usual
day to day!
Ask to hop on the Island next time you’re in
the office or, of course, book onto one of our
courses and enjoy the whole experience.

Food for thought
“Success is no accident. It is hard work,
perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice
and most of all, love of what you are doing
or learning to do.” - Pele
“Stay true to yourself, yet always be open
to learn. Work hard, and never give up on
your dreams, even when nobody else believes they can come true, but you. These
are not clichés but real tools you need no
matter what you do in life to stay focused
on your path.” - Phillip Sweet
“Choose a job you love, and you’ll never
have to work a day in your life.” –
Confucius
“It is better to have one person working
with you than three people working for
you.” - Dwight D. Eisenhower
“If I have seen further than others it is
by standing on the shoulders of giants.” Isaac Newton
“The definition of insanity is doing the same
thing over and over again and expecting a
different result.” - Albert Einstein

CAMEO TRAINING

Transitioning into a new heavyweight role/
industry/sector can be daunting. The support
you need is less about training and more about
practical support, particularly if it’s been a
while since you’ve been in the job market.

CAMEO TRAINING

• Writing your CV
• Making successful vacancy applications
• Preparing for interviews
• Making the right impressions at interviews:
competency based, portfolios, assessment
centres, psychometrics
• Resigning and exiting your current role

CAMEO TRAINING

Join our courses

